One morning in May, 7-year-old Francis Bok walked to the market in Nymlal, Sudan, to sell some eggs and peanuts. The farmer's son had made the same trip many times before.

"I was living a very good life with my family," he recalls today. "I was a happy child."

But his happy life ended that day in 1986. Arab raiders from northern Sudan swept into the village, sowing death and destruction. "They came on horses and camels and running on foot, firing machine guns and killing people everywhere," he says. His entire family — mother, father and two sisters — died in the attack.

The raiders grabbed Francis and several other children, lashed them to donkeys and carried them north for two days. Then the children were parcelled out to their captors. Francis went to a man named Giema Abdullah.

For the next 10 years, the boy tended his "owner's" goats and cattle. He slept with the animals, never had a day off and was rarely fed properly.

"He treated me like an animal, he even called me an animal, and he beat me," Francis says. "There was no joy. Even when I remembered my happy life before, it only made me sad."

In 1996, Francis escaped to Sudan's capital, Khartoum; then he made his way to Cairo, Egypt, and eventually in 2000 to the United States, which admitted him as a refugee.

As all American students learn, the Civil War ended slavery in the United States in 1865. Internationally, the practice was banned by several agreements and treaties, beginning in...
Human trafficking and slavery take place in virtually every country in the world, but the U.N. and other reliable sources say the most extensive trafficking occurs in the countries below (listed at right).

**Where Human Trafficking Occurs**

1926 with the Slavery Convention of the League of Nations. But for tens of millions of people around the world, including millions of children like Francis, slavery never ended. An estimated 27 million people currently are held in some form of bondage, according to anti-slavery groups like Free the Slaves.\(^1\) From the villages of Sudan and Mauritania in Africa to the factories, sweatshops and brothels of South Asia, slavery in its rawest, cruelest form is very much alive in the 21st century.

Many of those in bondage were kidnapped, like Francis. Others go voluntarily to different countries, thinking they are heading for a better life, only to be forced into a nightmare of prostitution or hard labor. Many more work as bonded laborers, tied to lifetime servitude because their father or grandfather borrowed money they couldn’t repay.

Trafficking people across international borders has become a $12-billion-a-year global industry that touches virtually every country. The U.S. government estimates that between 800,000 and 900,000 people are trafficked internationally every year, many of them women and children, transported as sex workers.\(^2\) The total includes up to 20,000 people forcibly trafficked into the United States in the past decade. Mexico is a transshipment hub for female victims sent both to the United States and Japan. From 30,000 to 100,000 Brazilians — mostly migrant workers — are being held in debt bondage in Brazil.

### Trafficking in the Western Hemisphere

\(\text{(not shown on map)}\)

Up to 750,000 sex-trafficking victims were transported into the United States in the past decade. Mexico is a transshipment hub for female victims sent both to the United States and Japan. From 30,000 to 100,000 Brazilians — mostly migrant workers — are being held in debt bondage in Brazil.


---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>Up to 90 percent of the girls in rural areas don’t go to school for fear of being abducted and sold into sexual servitude.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>A quarter of the women working in nightclubs claim they were forced into prostitution. The U.N. police task force is suspected of covering up its involvement in the sex trade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>Up to 80 percent of the women trafficked as prostitutes in Western Europe may be Moldovans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Up to 400,000 Ukrainian women have been trafficked for sexual exploitation in the past decade, Ukraine says. Ukrainian sex slaves can fetch up to $25,000 in Israel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Ivory Coast</td>
<td>A girl can allegedly be bought as a slave in Abidjan for about $7; a shipment of 10 children from Mali for work on the cocoa plantations costs about $420.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>Light-skinned Arab Berbers today are thought to exploit hundreds of thousands of black African slaves. Slave raids in the 13th century began systemic slavery in Mauritania.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Muslim tribesmen from northern Sudan still stage slave raids on non-Muslim Dinka peoples in the south, taking thousands of women and children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>An estimated 25,000 women and children are trafficked annually from Bangladesh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Parents have sold an estimated 15 million children into bonded labor in return for meager loans from moneylenders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>The ruling military junta coerces minorities into forced labor in factories that benefit the regime and foreign corporations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>A major source of women trafficked into Indian brothels; in addition, an estimated 75,000 people are trapped as bonded laborers in Nepal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Millions of Pakistanis, often members of religious minorities, are forced to work as brick makers or in the fields of feudal landowners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Children sold by their parents make up a significant percentage of prostitutes in Thailand, which is a prime destination for pedophile sex tourists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Many women trafficked from the former Soviet Union end up in the UAE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lyudmilla’s story is typical. Like many desperately poor young women, the single mother of three from the former Soviet republic of Moldova responded to an advertisement promising work in Italy. Instead she was taken to a brothel in Macedonia, where she spent two horrific years in sexual slavery before escaping in 2002.4

Venecija, a Bulgarian, also ended up in a Macedonian brothel. “We were so tired we couldn’t get out of bed,” she recalled. “But [we had to] put on makeup and meet customers,” she said after escaping. Those who refused were beaten until they “changed their minds.”5
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T raffickers control their victims through a variety of coercive means. In addition to rape and beatings, they keep their passports, leaving them with few options if they do manage to escape.

And the violence can follow those who do get away. Mercy, a young West African woman trafficked to Italy, escaped her tormentors only to see her sister killed in retribution after Mercy told human rights groups about her experience.

The vast majority of slaves and victims of human trafficking come from the poorest parts of Africa, Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe, where smooth-talking traffickers often easily deceive desperate victims or their parents into believing that they are being offered a “better life.”

The cornerstone of recent American anti-trafficking efforts is the 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection Act, which mandates the cutoff of most non-humanitarian U.S. aid for any nation deemed not trying hard enough to address the problem.

“This is a special evil in the abuse and exploitation of the most innocent and vulnerable,” Bush said. “Nearly two centuries after the abolition of the transatlantic slave trade, and more than a century after slavery was officially ended in its last strongholds, the trade in human beings for any purpose must not be allowed to thrive.”

The cornerstone of recent American anti-trafficking efforts is the 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection Act, which mandates the cutoff of most non-humanitarian U.S. aid for any nation deemed not trying hard enough to address the problem.

“All sides agree that many countries where trafficking occurs have a long way to go before they attain the level of economic, legal and political maturity needed to entirely eliminate the practice. “I don’t think people realize just how desperately poor and chaotic many countries are today,” says Linda Beher, a spokeswoman for the New York City-based United Methodist Committee On Relief, which assists trafficking victims.

A tragic consequence of this poverty is child labor, which many experts see as a cousin to slavery. In the developing world today, nearly 200 million children ages 5-14 are put to work to help support their families, according to the International Labour Organization.
(ILO). Almost half are under age 12, and more than 20 million are engaged in highly hazardous work, such as tanning leather or weaving rugs, exposing them to unhealthy chemicals or airborne pollutants.8

Some humanitarian aid workers describe much child labor as inherently coercive, because young children often have no choice.

The ILO argues that eliminating child labor and sending children to school would ultimately benefit nations with child laborers by raising income levels. (See graph, p. 6.) But some economists counter that putting even a fraction of the working children in school would be prohibitively expensive.

As experts debate resolving what has been called one of the greatest humanitarian problems of the 21st century, here are some of the questions they are asking:

**Does buying slaves in order to free them solve the problem?**

In recent years, would-be Samaritans — from Christian missionaries to famous rock musicians — have worked to free slaves in Africa. Although slave trading occurs in many countries, the rescue efforts largely have focused on war-torn Sudan, where Muslim raiders from the north have enslaved hundreds of thousands of Christian and animist tribesmen in the south.

The Sudanese government has done virtually nothing to stop the practice and has even encouraged it as a means of prosecuting the war against the rebellious south, according to the U.S. State Department’s 2003 “Trafficking in Persons Report.”

Since 1995, Christian Solidarity International (CSI) and other slave-redemption groups operating in Sudan say they have purchased the freedom of more than 60,000 people by providing money for local Sudanese to buy slaves and then free them.9

“Women and children are freed from the terrible abuse, the rape, the beatings, the forcible conversions [to Islam] — all of the horrors that are an inherent part of slavery in Sudan,” said John Eibner, director of CSI’s redemption program.10

Halfway around the world, *New York Times* columnist Nicholas D. Kristof had his own brush with slave redemption when he traveled to Cambodia and freed two female sex slaves. “I woke up her brothel’s owner at dawn,” he wrote of his efforts to purchase one of the prostitutes, “handed over $150, brushed off demands for interest on the debt and got a receipt for $150 for buying

---

**Fighting the Traffickers**

The 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection Act requires the State Department to report each year on global efforts to end human trafficking. Last year, 15 countries were placed in Tier 3, for those deemed to be doing little or nothing against trafficking. Countries in Tier 3 for three years in a row can lose all U.S. non-humanitarian aid. Tier 1 countries are considered to be actively fighting trafficking. Seventy-five countries are in Tier 2, indicating they are making some efforts against trafficking.

---

**State Department Anti-Trafficking Ratings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier 1 — Actively Fighting Trafficking</th>
<th>Tier 3 — Doing Little or Nothing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belize</th>
<th>Georgia</th>
<th>North Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>Suriname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Economic Benefits Cited for Ending Child Labor

Banning child labor and educating all children would raise the world's total income by 22 percent, or $4.3 trillion, over 20 years, according to the International Labour Organization (ILO). The principal benefit would be the economic boost that most countries would experience if all children were educated through lower secondary school, plus substantial but less dramatic health benefits. The ILO analysis assumes countries that banned child labor would pay poor parents for their children's lost wages, something critics say is unrealistically expensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Net Economic Benefits of Eliminating Child Labor (as a percentage of annual gross national income)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>27.0% ($2.9 trillion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>9.3% ($330.6 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa, Middle East</td>
<td>23.2% ($444.4 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>54.0% ($584.4 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional countries*</td>
<td>5.1% ($124.2 billion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>22.2% ($4.3 trillion)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Transitional countries — such as Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia — are no longer considered “developing” but not yet classified as fully industrialized.


Indeed, Jacobson says, redemption only puts more money in the pockets of unscrupulous and often violent slave traders. “These people end up taking the money and buying more guns and hiring more thugs to go out and take more slaves,” he says.

In addition, the critics say, many “slaves” pretend to be in bondage to defraud Westerners. “If you talk to aid workers in these places, you’ll find that [bogus slave traders] are literally picking up [already free] people from across town and ‘selling’ them an hour later,” Free the Slaves’ Callahan says.

“So much of it is a huge scam operation,” agrees Jacobson. “A lot of these people aren’t really slaves.”

But supporters of redemption say it would be unconscionable not to attempt to free slaves, even if slavers will go out searching for new victims.

“Slaves are treated so badly, especially the women and children, who have been beaten and raped,” says William Saunders, human rights counsel for the Family Research Council, a conservative social-policy group, and co-founder of the Bishop Gassis Sudan Relief Fund, both in Washington. “How can you not try to free these people?”

Saunders and others also contend that slave buyers take steps to avoid creating a bigger market for slaves. “In the Sudan, they use the local currency, because a dollar or a [British] pound is the sort of powerful magnet that might give people incentives to take more slaves or present non-slaves,” he says.

In addition, redemption supporters say, they usually cap what they will pay per person — typically $50. “There’s a real effort to ensure that we don’t inflate the value of slaves,” says Tommy Ray Calvert, chief of external operations for the Boston-based American Anti-Slavery Group (AASG).

Calvert contends that the redemptions have helped decrease slave raids in Sudan. The redemptions “brought world attention to the issue and forced our government...
and others to start pressuring the Sudanese to stop this evil practice,” he says.

Moreover, Saunders refutes the charge that redeemers simply set people free without trying to ensure that they are true slaves. “They try to repatriate these people directly to their villages,” Saunders says. “They don’t just buy their freedom and let them go.”

But the critics remain dubious. “It’s so hard to get anywhere in Sudan that there is no way that they could actually follow all of these people back to their home villages,” Jacobson says. “It would take weeks or months.”

Moreover, he says, “they don’t have any idea whether the people they’ve freed have been coached or whether the village they’re going to is really their village. It’s simply impossible to know.”

Is the Trafficking Victims Protection Act tough enough?

The $12 billion human-trafficking industry is now the world’s third-largest illegal business, surpassing every other criminal enterprise except the drug and arms trades, according to the United Nations.12

In October 2000, the U.S. government zeroed in on the problem, enacting the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA), which targets the illegal trade both at home and abroad.13 The law established the State Department’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, which issues an annual report on what countries are doing to end trafficking.

The report uses a three-tiered system to rank countries — from states that actively fight trafficking (Tier 1) to those doing little (Tier 3). Countries classified as Tier 3 for three years in a row are subject to a cut-off of non-humanitarian U.S. aid. (See sidebar, p. 12.)

On the domestic side, the law allows U.S. authorities to charge alleged traffickers in the United States under the tough federal anti-racketeering law (RICO). According to the State Department, 111 persons have been charged with trafficking in the first three years since the law was enacted, a threefold increase over the three-year period before the TVPA went into effect.14

The law also makes it easier for trafficked victims to acquire refugee status in the United States and allows them to sue their victimizers for damages in civil court.

President Bill Clinton signed the bill into law on Oct. 28, 2000, saying it would provide “important new tools and resources to combat the worldwide scourge of trafficking.”

Today, however, critics argue that while the act is “a step in the right direction,” it is ultimately not tough enough to shake up the industry, especially internationally. “Of course, it’s good that we have it, but frankly we have an awfully long way to go,” says the Polaris Project’s Chon.

She especially criticizes provisions requiring countries to fight trafficking or face American penalties. “It’s just not strong enough because it allows countries to avoid sanctions with just superficial acts,” she says.

For example, she says, Japan responded to U.S. pressure to curtail sex trafficking by “giving Cambodia a few million dollars in anti-trafficking aid and holding a symposium on trafficking.” But the Japanese did “not really do anything to substantially crack down on their own widespread problem.”

Yet, she adds, the United States has said Japan has been tackling trafficking enough to avoid a Tier 3 classification and the prospect of sanctions. “Japan is an important ally,” she says. “Need I say more?”

Other critics allege that certain countries are treated with “kid gloves” for political reasons. “States like Saudi
Arabia and countries from the former Soviet Union, which are important American allies, have been pushed up to Tier 2 because stopping slavery isn't the priority [in U.S. foreign relations] it should be,” says Calvert of the AASG.

Calvert is especially incensed that the government failed to classify Mauritania, on Africa's northwestern coast, in Tier 3, calling it instead a “special case” because of insufficient information to make an accurate determination. “This is a country with literally hundreds of thousands of people in chattel slavery and everyone knows it, and yet it gets a pass,” he says. “That is just unbelievable to me.”

But supporters contend that the TVPA, while not perfect, helps move problem countries in the right direction. “It's important to have a tool we can use to push foreign governments to act against this terrible abuse of human dignity, and this law does that,” says Beher, of the United Methodist Committee On Relief.

In Japan, for instance, the law has helped make the fight against trafficking more effective, raising public awareness of the problem dramatically as a result of the debate over its ranking in the TVPA, supporters add. “When Japan was dropped from Tier 1 to Tier 2, it was very embarrassing for them, and all of a sudden you saw this real public debate about the trafficking issue — which is a huge problem there,” says Diana Pinata, a spokeswoman for Vital Voices, a global woman's advocacy group in Washington. “If nothing else, the [annual State Department trafficking] report and the threat of sanctions keeps the issue in the spotlight in these countries, and that's very positive.”

Besides Japan, several other countries, including Russia, Saudi Arabia and Indonesia, have dramatically improved their anti-trafficking efforts as a result of pressure brought to bear by the TVPA, says John Miller, director of the Office to Combat Trafficking. “We've seen real efforts all over the world,” he says. “Some have been more substantial than others, but there already has been a lot of progress.”

Moreover, Miller rejects the charge of political favoritism. “Look at the Tier 3 list, and you'll see that there are U.S. allies like Greece and Turkey there,” he says. “These decisions aren't being made on the basis of politics.”

Pinata agrees. “When we speak to NGO workers and others in the field working on this issue, we get the sense that the trafficking report's assessment of these countries is essentially correct,” she says.

### Should most forms of child labor be eliminated?

Zara Cigay, 12, and her two younger brothers don't go to school. Instead, they help their parents and extended family, migrant farm workers who pick cotton and other crops in southern Turkey.

“Wherever there is a job, we do it,” said Huseyin Cigay, Zara's great-uncle. “The children work with us everywhere.”

More than 250 million children around the world between the ages of 5 and 17 are working, according to the ILO. Most are in developing countries in Africa and Asia, and nearly half work full time like Zara and her brothers.

Many do strenuous farm labor. In cities, they do everything from retailing and domestic service to manufacturing and construction. In nations beset by civil wars, thousands of children have been forced to fight in rebel armies.

A large portion of child labor is coerced, according to child-welfare experts. Children are often sold by their parents or kidnapped and forced to work virtually as slaves for no pay. In India, children are literally tied to weaving looms so that they cannot run away.

Labor experts uniformly condemn forced and bonded labor. But on the question of child labor in general, the experts are split over whether the practice should be condoned under certain circumstances.

Human rights advocates and others point to the ILO's 1999 Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention, which prohibits all full-time work and any work by children under 12 but sanctions part-time, non-hazardous labor for teenagers that does not interfere with their social development.

“Under international law, children have a right to a basic education,” says Karin Landgren, chief of child protection at the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). “Work should never interfere with this.”

In addition, Landgren says, “They need to have time to play and participate freely in their country's cultural and social life. This is vitally important if they are to develop into healthy adults.”

A recent ILO report says that child labor negatively impacts all levels of society. “Child labor perpetuates...
poverty, because when children don’t have an education and a real chance to develop to their fullest potential, they are mortgaging their future,” says Frans Roselaers, director of the organization’s international program on the elimination of child labor and author of the report.

Child labor also costs societies economically by producing uneducated adult workers, Roselaers says. “Countries with a lot of child workers are stunting their economic growth,” he says, “because they will only end up producing an army of weak and tired workers with no skills.”

But some economists counter that child labor, even full-time work, is often a necessity in developing countries. “In an ideal world, children would spend all of their time at school and at play, but poor people in poor countries don’t have the kind of options that we in rich countries do,” says Ian Vasquez, director of the Project on Global Economic Liberty at the Cato Institute, a libertarian think tank. “When you begin to restrict children’s options for work, you can end up hurting children and their families.”

Indeed, child labor often is the only thing that stands between survival and starvation, some experts say. “No parents want their child to work, but child labor helps families get by,” says Deepak Lal, a professor of international-development studies at the University of California, Los Angeles. “When a country’s per capita income rises to about $3,000 or $4,000, child labor usually fades away.”

In addition, Lal says, working children often end up with a better education than those who don’t work. “The public education system is a failure in many parts of the developing world and really doesn’t offer much to the children who attend school,” he says. “But if a child works and his family earns enough to send him or his siblings to private school, that can really pay off.”

Finally, Vasquez argues that outlawing child labor would only drive the problem underground, where there is no government oversight, and abuses would increase. “In Bangladesh, girls were prevented from continuing to work in textile plants, so many ended up as prostitutes,” he says. “People need to make money, and if you deny them one route, they’ll take another.”

But Roselaers counters that child workers would not be driven to more dangerous and demeaning jobs if the international community eased the transition from work to school. In the case of Bangladesh, he says, the threat of a consumer boycott by Western countries prompted textile factory owners to fire their child employees.

“The factory owners panicked and fired the kids, and so, yes, there were problems,” he says. “But when groups like the ILO and UNICEF came in, we started offering the parents stipends to make up for the lost income and easing the children’s transition from work to school.”

Some 1 million children are now being helped to make the transition from work to school, according to a recent ILO report. In India, for instance, the ILO and the U.S. Department of Labor are spending $40 million this year to target 80,000 children working in hazardous jobs.

Nonetheless, Lal says, such a program could only make a small dent in the problem. “You can’t give a stipend to each of the many millions of families that send their children to work,” he says. “There isn’t enough money to do this, so it’s not a realistic solution, just a palliative that make Westerners feel good about themselves.”

BACKGROUND

Ancient Practice

Slavery is as old as human civilization. All of the world’s great founding cultures, including those in Mesopotamia, China, Egypt and India, accepted slavery as a fact of life. The practice also was common in sub-Saharan Africa and the Americas.

Neither the Bible nor the great thinkers of Greece and Rome took firm positions against slavery. Some, like the Greek philosopher Aristotle, vigorously defended it.

It was not until Enlightenment philosophers like John Locke and Voltaire established new definitions of human freedom and dignity in the 17th and 18th centuries, that large numbers of people started questioning the morality of keeping another person in bondage.

Ancient societies typically acquired slaves from outside their borders, usually through war or territorial conquest. Captives and conquered people often served as agricultural workers or domestic servants.

Slavery probably reached its zenith in ancient Greece and then Rome, where human trafficking became a huge and profitable industry. In many Greek cities, including powerful Athens and Sparta, as many as half the residents
# CHRONOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19th Century</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After thousands of years, slavery is abolished in much of the world.</td>
<td>The end of the Cold War and other geopolitical changes allow trafficking and slavery to expand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress enacts the Missouri Compromise, specifying which new U.S. states will allow slavery.</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England outlaws slavery throughout its empire.</td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The world’s first international abolitionist group, Anti-slavery International, is founded in England.</td>
<td>1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavery abolished in French colonies.</td>
<td>1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President Abraham Lincoln issues Emancipation Proclamation.</td>
<td>1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 13th Amendment abolishes slavery.</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain ends slavery in Puerto Rico.</td>
<td>1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil outlaws slavery.</td>
<td>1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International treaties to halt slavery are adopted.</td>
<td>1900-1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Labour Organization (ILO) is founded.</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League of Nations outlaws slavery.</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations is founded.</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N. Children’s Fund is established.</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N.’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibits slavery.</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Organization for Migration is founded to help migrants.</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery outlaws debt bondage, serfdom and other forced-labor practices.</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Watch is founded.</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan’s civil war begins, pitting the Muslim north against the Christian and animist south, leading to slave raids in the south.</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1821
Congress enacts the Missouri Compromise, specifying which new U.S. states will allow slavery.

### 1833
England outlaws slavery throughout its empire.

### 1839
The world’s first international abolitionist group, Anti-slavery International, is founded in England.

### 1848
Slavery abolished in French colonies.

### 1863
President Abraham Lincoln issues Emancipation Proclamation.

### December 1865
The 13th Amendment abolishes slavery.

### 1873
Spain ends slavery in Puerto Rico.

### 1888
Brazil outlaws slavery.

### 1900-1990
International treaties to halt slavery are adopted.

### 1919
International Labour Organization (ILO) is founded.

### 1926
League of Nations outlaws slavery.

### 1945
United Nations is founded.

### 1946
U.N. Children’s Fund is established.

### 1948
U.N.’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibits slavery.

### 1951
International Organization for Migration is founded to help migrants.

### 1956
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery outlaws debt bondage, serfdom and other forced-labor practices.

### 1978
Human Rights Watch is founded.

### 1983
Sudan’s civil war begins, pitting the Muslim north against the Christian and animist south, leading to slave raids in the south.

### 1990s
The end of the Cold War and other geopolitical changes allow trafficking and slavery to expand.

### 1991
Collapse of the Soviet Union leads to a dramatic rise in trafficking in Eastern Europe.

### 1994
American Anti-Slavery Group is founded.

### 1995
Christian and non-governmental organizations begin redeeming slaves in Sudan.

### June 1, 1999
ILO adopts the Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention.

### 2000-Present
United States and other countries renew efforts to fight slavery and trafficking.

### March 2000
Free the Slaves is founded.

### Oct. 28, 2000
President Bill Clinton signs the Trafficking Victims Protection Act.

### Nov. 15, 2000
United Nations approves the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish the Trafficking in Persons.

### Feb. 14, 2002
Polaris Project is founded to fight trafficking.

### June 10, 2002
State Department’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking releases its first “Trafficking in Persons Report.”

### March 11, 2003
Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva unveils anti-slavery initiative.

### Sept. 19, 2003
President Bush signs Trafficking Victims Protection Act Reauthorization.

### Sept. 23, 2003
President Bush delivers a major anti-trafficking address at the U.N. General Assembly.

### January 2004
U.N. launches year-long commemoration of anti-slavery movement.

### Summer 2004
State Department’s Fourth Annual “Trafficking in Persons Report” to be released.
were slaves. In Rome, slavery was so widespread that even common people could afford to have one or two.22

Slaves in the ancient world often did more than just menial tasks. Some, especially in the Roman Empire, became physicians and poets. Others achieved great influence, managing estates or assisting powerful generals or politicians.

Great Roman thinkers like Pliny the Younger and Cicero urged masters to treat their slaves with kindness and even to let them “share your conversations, your deliberations and your company,” Cicero wrote.23 Perhaps as a result, manumission, or the freeing of slaves by their masters, was commonplace, usually after many years of service.

Ultimately, however, Roman slavery was maintained by cruelty and violence, including the use of severe flogging and even crucifixion. Slave revolts, common in the first and second centuries B.C., were brutally suppressed.

The collapse of the western half of the Roman Empire in the 5th-century A.D. led to a new, more fragmented, power structure in Western Europe often centered around local warlords (knights) and the Catholic Church. The new order did not eliminate slavery, but in many areas slaves became serfs, or peasants tied to the local lord’s land and could not leave without his permission.24

In the East, meanwhile, a new force — Islam — was on the rise. For the Arabs who swept into the Mediterranean basin and the Near East beginning in the 7th century, traditional slavery was a way of life, just as it had been for the Romans. In the ensuing centuries, the Arabs brought millions of sub-Saharan Africans, Asians and Europeans to the slave markets for sale throughout the Middle East.

Meanwhile, slavery remained commonplace elsewhere. In North America, Indians along the Eastern seaboard and in the Pacific Northwest often enslaved members of other tribes taken in war. The more advanced indigenous civilizations to the south, like the Aztec and Mayans in what is now Mexico, and the Inca of Peru, also relied upon slaves. And on the Indian subcontinent, the strict Hindu caste system held tens of millions in virtual bondage.

**Slavery Goes Global**

In the 15th century, European explorers and adventurers sailing to new territories in Asia, Africa and the Americas began a new chapter in the history of slavery.

By 1650, the Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, French and English had established colonies throughout the world. The new territories, especially in the Americas, produced new crops such as sugar and tobacco, as well as gold and other minerals. Initially, enslaved indigenous peoples did the harvesting and mining in South America. But ill treatment and disease quickly decimated native populations, prompting the importation of slaves from Africa.

From the mid-1500s to the mid-1800s, almost 9 million Africans were shipped mostly to Latin America — particularly to today’s Brazil, Haiti and Cuba — under the most inhumane conditions. About 5 percent — about 400,000 — of all the African slaves ended up in the United States.25

On the sugar plantations of the West Indies and South America, crushing work and brutal punishment were the norm. Although Spain and Portugal had relatively liberal laws concerning the treatment of slaves — they could marry, sue a cruel owner and even buy their freedom — they were rarely enforced.

In the British colonies and later in the United States, slaves enjoyed somewhat better working conditions and medical care. Nonetheless, life was harsh and in some ways more difficult. Since slaves in Latin America and the Caribbean usually outnumbered Europeans, they were able to retain more of their African customs. In British America, where by 1750 whites outnumbered slaves by more than four to one, Africans quickly lost many of their cultural underpinnings.

Most American slavery was tied to the great Southern plantations that grew tobacco, rice and other cash crops. Although slavery also was practiced in Northern states, it was never as widespread and had been largely abolished by 1800.

By the late 18th century, Southern slavery also appeared headed for extinction, as industrialization and other trends took hold, rendering the plantation system increasingly economically unfeasible. But Eli Whitney’s invention of the cotton gin in 1793 gave American slavery a new lease on life. The gin made the labor-intensive process of separating the seeds from the cotton easy, enabling slaves to dramatically increase their output.26

Meanwhile, the rise of textile mills in England and elsewhere was creating a new demand for the fluffy, white fiber. By the early 19th century, many Southern plantations that had been unprofitably growing other crops
Seven men were sent to prison on Jan. 29, 2004, for holding several Latin American women against their will in South Texas, forcing them to work without pay and raping them repeatedly.

The case was the latest in a series of sex-trafficking cases prosecuted under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) of 2000, which established stiff penalties for human trafficking and provided mandatory restitution to victims. In the last three years, the Justice Department has prosecuted 132 traffickers — three times the number charged in the three years before the law was enacted.

Last year, Congress updated the law to make trafficking a racketeering offense and allow victims to sue their captors in U.S. courts.

“While we have made much progress in combating human trafficking . . . we have not yet eradicated modern-day slavery,” reauthorization sponsor Rep. Christopher H. Smith, R-N.J., said during consideration of the bill by the House International Relations Committee on July 23, 2003.

The Central Intelligence Agency estimates that between 18,000 and 20,000 people are trafficked into the United States each year. Many are women — kidnaped or lured here with promises of marriage or work as nannies, models, waitresses, factory workers and exotic dancers. Once they arrive, they are stripped of their passports and forced to work as sex slaves, laborers or domestic servants until their smuggling or travel “debts” are repaid. The average victim is 20 years old.

“They tell them they’ll make a lot of money, they’ll be free, they’ll have a beautiful life,” says Marisa B. Ugarte, executive director of the Bilateral Safety Corridor Coalition, a San Diego organization that assists trafficking victims in Mexico and the United States. “But once they are here, everything changes.”

Prior to passage of the TVPA, many of the victims were treated as criminals and subject to deportation. Today, they can apply to the Bureau of Citizen and Immigration Services for one of 5,000 “T” nonimmigrant visas available each year. The visas allow them to remain in the United States if they are assisting in the investigation or prosecution of traffickers. They may then apply for permanent residency if their removal would cause severe hardship.

The Department of Homeland Security had received 721 T-status applications as of June 30, 2003: 301 were granted, 30 were denied and 390 are pending.

Mohamed Mattar, co-director of the Protection Project, a human-rights research institute at Johns Hopkins University, said the visa program has been stymied by victims’ reluctance to go to law enforcement authorities for help.

This fear is fed by the fact that many police officers remain unaware of the TVPA and are more likely to arrest the victims than the perpetrators, says Donna M. Hughes, an authority on sex trafficking at the University of Rhode Island.

“We need to start treating [Johns] like the perpetrators they are, and not like lonely guys,” Hughes adds. “We need a renewal of ideas at the state and local level.”

Under the TVPA, alien trafficking victims who do come forward can receive federal benefits normally available to refugees.

Historically, most trafficked victims have come from Latin America and Southeast Asia, smuggled across the porous Mexican border by “coyotes” or escorted by “jockeys” pretending to be a boyfriend or cousin. Since the early 1990s, however, there has been an influx of women from the former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern Europe, were now making plenty of money using slaves to pick and process cotton.

Around the same time, however, a movement to abolish slavery began to gather steam in the Northern states. For decades, Americans had debated the morality of slavery. During deliberations over independence in 1776, many delegates to the Second Continental Congress — including John Adams, Benjamin Franklin and Virginia slaveholder Thomas Jefferson — had pushed to make the elimination of slavery part of the movement for America’s independence. But resistance from the South and the need for colonial unity against the British doomed the proposal.

The debate over slavery, however, did not go away. The issue complicated the new country’s efforts to form
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where trafficking rings recruit women with newspaper ads and billboards beckoning them to prosperous futures in the United States.

Undocumented migrant workers are also vulnerable to traffickers. On March 2, 2004, a federal district judge sentenced Florida labor contractor Ramiro Ramos to 15 years in prison for holding migrant workers in servitude and forcing them to work in citrus groves until they had paid off their transportation debts.8

In some instances, diplomats and international civil servants bring domestic workers — often illiterate women from Africa, Asia and Latin America — into the United States legally, but then force them to work long hours for almost no pay. In one case, an Ethiopian maid for an International Monetary Fund staffer says she worked eight years for seven days a week, 15 hours a day for less than 3 cents an hour.1

Although the employer claimed the maid was his guest, he disappeared before a lawsuit filed by the maid, Yeshehareg Teferra, could be prosecuted. “I was not their guest,” Teferra told a reporter. “I was their slave.”10

Foreign diplomats bring 3,800 domestic servants into the United States each year under special temporary work visas, which allow them only to work for the employer who sponsored them. The employer promises to abide by U.S. labor laws, but there is almost no oversight of the program, so the abuse of servants remains under law enforcement’s radar screen, human rights advocates say.11

But foreign nationals are not the only victims of domestic trafficking. Homeless and runaway American children also are preyed upon by pimps, who troll malls and clubs in search of teenagers they can “turn.” Typically, the pimps befriend the girls, ply them with drugs and then use their addiction to turn them into prostitutes.12

There are between 100,000 and 300,000 such citizen victims in the United States, though they’re more often overlooked by police, says Derek Ellerman, co-founder of the Polaris Project, a grass-roots anti-trafficking organization. “There is a glaring bias in enforcement” of the Mann Act, which bans the transport of children and adults across state lines for prostitution, Ellerman says. “U.S. kids who are being targeted [by traffickers] just are not being protected.”

For the traffickers — many of them members of gangs or loosely linked criminal networks — trafficking is much more lucrative than smuggling contraband items, because human slaves can provide a source of long-term income through prostitution and forced labor. “There’s a market for cheap labor, and there’s a market for cheap sex, and traffickers know they can make money in it,” Michele Clark, co-director of the Protection Project, says.

— Kelly Field

---

1 Department of Justice press release, Jan. 29, 2004.
3 Department of Justice, “Assessment of U.S. Activities to Combat Trafficking in Persons,” August 2003, p. 3.
6 Department of Justice, op. cit., August 2003, p. 9.
10 Quoted in ibid.
11 Richard, op. cit., p. 28.

its governing institutions and to expand westward, forcing increasingly abolitionist Northerners and slaveholding Southerners to craft tortured compromises to keep the nation together.

In 1789, delegates to the Constitutional Convention hammered out the infamous Three-fifths Compromise, permitting each slave to be counted as three-fifths of a person for purposes of apportioning the number of representatives each state had in the new Congress.27 And in 1821, Congress passed the Missouri Compromise, drawing a line westward along the 36.30 parallel. The new Western states above the line would be admitted to the Union as “free” states, while those below the boundary would be so-called slave states.
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Chapter 1. Social Welfare across Borders

Outlawing Slavery

Much of the rest of the world, however, was abolishing slavery. In the early 1800s, many of the newly independent nations of Spanish America won their independence and immediately outlawed human bondage. Simón Bolívar, who liberated much of Latin America, was a staunch abolitionist, calling slavery “the daughter of darkness.”

In Europe, the tide also was turning. Largely due to the efforts of abolitionist William Wilberforce, the British Empire outlawed the practice in 1833, although de facto slavery continued in India and some other colonies. In 1848, France also freed the slaves in its colonies.

However, in the United States, peaceful efforts at compromise over slavery failed, and the issue finally helped trigger the Civil War in 1861. In 1863, during the height of the conflict, President Abraham Lincoln issued the “Emancipation Proclamation,” freeing all slaves in the Southern, or Confederate, states. Soon after the war ended with Union victory in 1865, the 13th Amendment to the Constitution abolished slavery altogether.

After the Civil War, the worldwide abolition of slavery continued. Spain outlawed the practice in Puerto Rico in 1873 and in Cuba in 1886. More important, Brazil began dismantling its huge slave infrastructure in 1888.

Today, slavery is illegal in every country in the world and is outlawed by several treaties. “In international law, the outlawing of slavery has become what is called *jus cogens*, which means that it’s completely accepted and doesn’t need to be written into new treaties and conventions,” says Bales of Free the Slaves.

The foundation of this complete acceptance rests on several groundbreaking international agreements, beginning with the 1926 Slavery Convention of the League of Nations, which required signatory countries to work to abolish every aspect of the practice.

Slavery also is banned by the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which holds that “no one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.”

Other conventions prohibiting the practice include the 1930 ILO Convention on Forced Labor and a 1956 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery.

More recently, the United Nations in 2001 approved a Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish the Trafficking in Persons as part of a major convention on fighting organized crime. The protocol requires signatories to take action to fight trafficking and protect its victims. It has been signed by 117 countries and ratified by 45.

While the United States has not yet ratified the document, it has the support of the White House and is expected to win Senate approval in the near future.

CURRENT SITUATION

Human Trafficking

The poorest and most chaotic parts of the developing world supply most trafficking victims — often women and children destined for the sex trade.

Nearly 200 Million Young Kids Must Work

Nearly a fifth of the world’s young children have to work, including 110 million in Asia and fully a quarter of all the children in sub-Saharan Africa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total Working</th>
<th>Percentage of children in region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa, Middle East</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional countries*</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>182.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>18.5%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Transitional countries — such as Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia — are no longer considered “developing” but not yet classified as fully industrialized.

In South Asia, young women and children routinely are abducted or lured from Nepal, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Cambodia and Myanmar (Burma) to work in brothels in India's large cities, notably Bombay, and the Persian Gulf states. Thousands also end up in Bangkok, Thailand’s capital and an infamous sex-tourism mecca.

In Asia, the victims’ own families often sell them to traffickers. “In Nepal, entire villages have been emptied of girls,” says Pinata of Vital Voices. “Obviously, this could not have happened without the complicity between traffickers and the victims’ families.”

Parents sell their children for a variety of reasons — virtually all linked to poverty, Pinata says. “Some think the child will have a better life or that their daughter will be able to send money home,” she says. “For some, it’s just one less mouth to feed.”

“Even when they have a sense of what their children will be doing, many parents feel they don’t have a choice,” adds UNICEF’s Landgren. “They feel that literally anything is better than what they have now.”

In Eastern Europe, traffickers often lure women into bondage by advertising in local newspapers for nanny positions in the United States or Western Europe. For instance, Tetiana, a Ukrainian woman, was offered 10 times her salary to be an au pair in Italy. Instead she was forced into prostitution in Istanbul, Turkey.33

Others are promised work as models or actresses. In some cases, the victims even put up their own money for their travel expenses, only to find themselves prisoners in a European brothel or in Mexico, awaiting transport across the border to the United States.34

Even those who understand at the outset that they are going to be prostitutes are not prepared for the brutality they face. “They’re unaware of how much abuse, rape, psychological manipulation and coercion is involved,” says the Polaris Project’s Chon.

Eastern Europe is particularly fertile ground for sex traffickers, she says. The collapse of communism more than a decade ago has left many parts of the region, especially Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus, economically and politically stunted. “These countries are just full of desperate people who will do anything for a chance at a better life,” she says.

To make matters worse, brothel owners prize the region’s many light-skinned, blonde women. “Lighter women are very popular in places like the United States, Europe and Asia,” Chon says. “So these women are in demand.”

In Africa, more people are trafficked for forced labor than as sex slaves. “In Africa, you have a lot of people being taken and sent to pick cotton and cocoa and other forms of agricultural labor,” says Vital Voices’ Pinata.

Regardless of their origin, once victims are lured into a trafficking ring, they quickly lose control over their destiny. “If they have a passport, it’s usually taken from them and they’re abused, physically and psychologically, in order to make them easier to control,” says the United Methodist Committee On Relief’s Beher.

When victims of trafficking reach their final destination, they rarely have freedom of any kind. “A 16-year-old girl who had been trafficked into Kosovo to be a prostitute told me that when she wasn’t working in the bar, she was literally locked into her room and not allowed out,” Beher says. “That’s the sort of thing we see all the time.”

Organized crime plays a key role in most human trafficking. “Most of what you are dealing with here is criminal networks,” says Miller of the Office to Combat Trafficking. “You can’t take someone out of the Czech Republic and drive her to the Netherlands and hand her over to another trafficker and then to a brothel without real cooperation.”
Indeed, smuggling rings often team up with criminal groups in other countries or maintain “branch offices” there. And most traffickers are involved in other criminal activities, such as drugs and weapons smuggling. “Many drug gangs in Southeast Asia are spinning off into trafficking because it’s very low risk and very lucrative,” says the Women’s Commission’s Young, who adds that unlike a shipment of drugs, human cargo can earn traffickers money for years.

These crime networks, especially in Eastern Europe and Asia, operate freely, in large part because they have corrupted many local officials. “So many people are being moved across borders that it’s impossible to believe that government officials aren’t cooperating,” Young says. “Like drugs and other illegal activities, this is very corrupting, especially in poor countries where the police are poorly paid.”

In addition to stepping up law enforcement, countries can do many things to fight trafficking, UNICEF’s Landgren says. “For example, the United Kingdom has a new system that keeps tabs on children entering the country,” she says. “By keeping track of children that come in from abroad, we can better protect them.”

And in Brazil, where landowners often lure peasants to their farms with promises of work only to put them in debt bondage, President Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva has stepped up efforts to free forced laborers. Lula, as the president is called, also has called for a change in the constitution to allow the confiscation of land for those convicted of enslaving workers.

Even countries that have long allowed trafficking are beginning to address the issue. Moldova, for instance, has begun prosecuting traffickers and has created a database of employment agencies that help people find legitimate work abroad.

NGOs have also taken steps to help. For instance, some groups run safe houses where trafficking victims who escape can find shelter and security. “We provide them with medical and psychological care,” says Beher, whose group operates a house in Kosovo’s capital, Pristina. “We allow them to stay until they recover and then help them to get home, which is usually somewhere else in Eastern Europe, like Romania or Moldova.”

The Polaris Project maintains three 24-hour hotlines (in English, Thai and Korean) in the United States to allow both victims and third parties to report trafficking activity. Polaris also has a trafficking database to help law enforcement and other officials gather information about potential cases.

But international organizations and NGOs can only do so much, says Beher, because impoverished, poorly governed countries will always be breeding grounds for trafficking. “Until the causes disappear, all we in the international aid community can do is fight the symptoms,” she says.

“In order to really get rid of this problem,” Beher continues, “you need political stability and a strong civil society, which in turn leads to the rule of law and stronger law enforcement. You know, there’s a reason why there aren’t a lot of Finnish people being trafficked.”

But Calvert of the American Anti-Slavery Group says governments and international organizations could virtually shut down the trade in human beings if they wanted to. “The international community is in a state of denial and lacks the commitment to fight this,” he says. “Look at Britain: They had whole fleets of ships devoted to stopping the slave trade on the high seas, and it worked.”

Calvert says the United Nations and other international groups should be more aggressive and
Is the Trafficking Victims Protection Act tough enough?

YES

Rep. Christopher H. Smith, R-N.J.
Chairman, U.S. Helsinki Commission

Each year, nearly a million people worldwide are bought and sold into the commercial sex industry, sweatshops, domestic servitude and other dehumanizing situations.

In October 2000, President Clinton signed into law the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA), which I authored. It provided a multifaceted approach to halting human trafficking through law enforcement, prevention and aid to victims. It also represented two major policy changes: up to life in prison for those who traffic in humans and treatment of the people trafficked — largely women, children, and teenagers — as victims rather than as criminals. In 2003, the law was expanded and strengthened.

As President Bush noted in his historic speech at the United Nations in September 2003, the global community must do more to eradicate human slavery. But significant progress has been made in just a few years, thanks largely to the law’s three-tier system and annual “Trafficking in Persons Report” mandated by the law.

When the first report came out, the State Department listed 23 nations in Tier 3 as the worst offenders. It pulled no punches and did not hesitate to name offending nations, including our allies, if they were not making “serious and sustained” efforts to fight trafficking. Naming names was a measure I fought hard to include in the law, even though it was initially opposed by the previous administration.

Thanks to the report and the threat of sanctions, most nations have improved their record on trafficking. Only 15 countries were in Tier 3 during the most recent 2003 report, and most of them made enough progress in the ensuing months to avoid economic sanctions. The State Department is continually improving the scope of the report so it will present the most accurate and thorough picture of the worldwide trafficking problem.

The message from the United States is loud and clear: If you are committed to the fight against human slavery, we welcome you as an ally. But if you continue to look askance when it comes to this horrible crime and pretend you don’t have a trafficking problem, we’re going to aggressively push you to make reforms, and we’ll use economic sanctions as a means to that end.

NO

Tommy Calvert, Jr.
Chief of External Operations,
American Anti-Slavery Group

Written for The CQ Researcher, March 15, 2004

Most anti-slavery experts would agree the TVPA is a good law, but that slavery can be defeated in our lifetime only if we give the law priority in attention and funding — and apply it equally to friends and foes alike.

The “Trafficking in Person’s Report” (TIPS) required by the law does not reveal the full story on global slavery, but only a snapshot. The criteria used to determine progress in the fight against slavery — by focusing on government action rather than on total slavery within a nation’s borders — skew our view of realities on the ground.

South Korea, for example, has a serious problem with trafficking — an estimated 15,000 people trafficked per year — but it is ranked in Tier 1, the best ranking a government can receive. Nations can create many seemingly tough laws and programs to fight slavery. However, organized crime may still run thriving trafficking operations in the face of such policies, which may in reality be weak or ineffectual.

Last year marked the first time that countries designated by the “Trafficking In Persons Report” as the worst offenders — Tier 3 — would automatically be subject to U.S. sanctions, which can only be waived by the president.

The State Department gave wide latitude to the standards for Tier 2, perhaps to keep strategic allies from being hit with sanctions. Both Brazil and Saudi Arabia, for instance, received Tier 2 designations. But Brazil’s president has launched one of the world’s most ambitious plans to end slavery, while Saudi Arabia has no laws outlawing human trafficking and has prosecuted no offenders. Thus, the report’s rankings equate a major national initiative to end slavery with royal lip service.

Some Middle Eastern and North African countries may have advanced in the rankings because they are being courted by the administration to support the war on terror and our plans for change in the region. But there is evidence these countries have not really progressed in the fight against human bondage.

The long-term effect of such discrepancies is to reduce the credibility of the report and lengthen the time it takes to eradicate slavery.
uncompromising in combating slavery. “They had weapons inspectors didn’t they?” he asks. “Well that’s what we need to fight this. We need that kind of action.”

**Slavery and Forced Labor**

Slavery today bears little resemblance to earlier forms of bondage. For instance, 150 years ago in the American South, a healthy slave was a valuable piece of property, worth up to $40,000 in today’s dollars, according to Free the Slaves. By contrast, slaves today are often worth less than $100, giving slaveholders little incentive to care for them.

Although slavery exists nearly everywhere, it is most prevalent in the poorer parts of South Asia, where an estimated 15 million to 20 million people are in bonded labor in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal.

Bonded labor usually begins when someone borrows money from someone else and agrees to work for that person until the debt is paid. In most cases, the debt is never paid and the borrower and his immediate family become virtual slaves, working in exchange for basic amenities like food and shelter.

“Often you see a whole family in bondage for three or four generations because once someone borrows a small amount of money you’re trapped,” says Callahan of Free the Slaves. “You don’t pay off the principal of the loan, you just keep paying off the interest.”

Bonded laborers work at jobs ranging from making bricks in Pakistan to farming, cigarette rolling and carpet making in India. In the western Indian state of Gujarat, some 30,000 bonded families harvest salt in the marshes. The glare from the salt makes them color-blind. When they die, the laborers cannot even be cremated, according to Hindu custom, because their bodies have absorbed too much salt to burn properly.

Slavery is also widespread in sub-Saharan Africa, where the Anti-Slavery Group estimates that at least 200,000 people are in bondage. Besides Sudan, the largest concentration of African slaves is in Mauritania. For hundreds of years, Mauritania’s lighter-skinned ruling elite kept their darker compatriots in a system of chattel slavery, with generations being born into servitude. Although the country formally outlawed slavery in 1980, the practice is thought to still be widespread.

“For the thousands of slaves who were legally freed in 1980, life did not change at all,” Bales writes. “No one bothered to tell the slaves about it. Some have never learned of their legal freedom, some did so years later, and for most legal freedom was never translated into actual freedom.”

Slaves also pick cotton in Egypt and Benin, harvest cocoa and other crops in Ivory Coast and mine diamonds in Sierra Leone.

In addition, hundreds of youngsters are abducted each year and forced to become soldiers for rebel fighters in war zones like Uganda and Congo.

Child soldiers often are made to do horrible things. A girl in Uganda who was kidnapped at 13 was forced to kill and abduct other children during her five years in captivity.

But slavery also flourishes beyond the developing world. Although the problem is not as widespread, forced labor and servitude also occur in Europe and the United States — in brothels, farms and sweatshops. “It’s amazing, but there are slaves in the United States doing all kinds of things,” says Miller of the Office to Combat Trafficking. “Recently authorities found a group of Mexican [agricultural workers] who had been trafficked to work for no pay in Florida. It’s unbelievable.”

Moreover, slavery is not confined to just seedy brothels or plantations. In upscale American neighborhoods too, people, usually from other countries, have been
enslaved, often as domestics. Last year, for instance, a suburban Maryland couple was convicted of forced labor for coercing an illegal alien from Ghana to work seven days a week as a domestic servant without pay. And from time to time, foreign diplomats are found to be harboring unpaid domestic workers from their home countries who cannot leave to work for someone else because the diplomats hold their visas.40

OUTLOOK
Impact of Globalization
The increasing ease of travel and communication brought about by globalization has helped many industries, including illegal ones like trafficking and slavery.

“Globalization has certainly made trafficking and slavery easier, but it is a double-edged sword,” says Jacobson of Christian Freedom International. “It has also helped us to more quickly and effectively shine a spotlight on the evil thugs who are doing these bad things.”

Moreover, Jacobson says, as globalization improves the general standard of living in the developing world, it becomes harder for traffickers to prey on innocents. “When the boats are rising for everyone, poverty and despair are alleviated,” he says. “When someone gets a job and education and health care, they are much less susceptible to being abused.”

The Polaris Project’s Chon is also optimistic, although for different reasons. “I’m very upbeat about all of this, because tackling these problems is a matter of political will, and I think the world is slowly beginning to pay more attention to these issues,” she says. “I feel as though we’re at the same point as the [American] abolitionist movement at the beginning of the 19th century, in that things are slowly beginning to move in the right direction.”

Rep. Smith agrees. “There’s a fever all over the world to enact new, tough policies to deal with this,” he says. “Because the U.S. is out front on this, a lot of countries are beginning to follow suit.”

Moreover, the optimists note, victims themselves are increasingly fighting for their rights. “There is a silent revolution going on right now, in places like India, where people are literally freeing themselves from slavery,” says Callahan of Free the Slaves, referring to thousands of quarry slaves in northern India who recently have left their bondage and begun new lives. “If this kind of thing keeps up, in a few decades these problems will be blips on the radar screen compared to what they are today.”

But Beher of the United Methodist Committee on Relief sees little change ahead because of continuing poverty and societal dysfunction. “The problems that lead to trafficking and slavery are very complicated, and there are no easy fixes,” she says. “We need to build up the economies and the civil society of the places where these things happen in order to get rid of this once and for all. And I’m afraid that that is going to take many decades.”

Indeed, “Things could get a lot worse before they get better,” warns Young of the Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children, comparing trafficking to the drug trade.

“It’s so profitable, and there is so little risk in getting caught that it seems like there will be plenty of this kind of thing going on for the foreseeable future.”

NOTES
1. See www.freetheslaves.net/slavery_today/index.html.
2. Figure cited in “2003 Trafficking in Persons Report,” U.S. Department of State, p. 7.
5. Quoted in ibid.
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25. Figures cited in *ibid.*, p. 279.


29. Franklin and Moss, *op. cit.*, p. 244.

30. The full text of the convention can be found at www.unicri.it/1926%20slavery%20convention.pdf.


32. A complete list of those countries that have signed and ratified the protocol are at www.unodc.org/unodc/en/crime_cicp_signatures Trafficking.html.


36. See www.freetheslaves.net/slavery_today/index.html.
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